for this type of poetry, this question is fundamentally about the relations between the writing and reading of poetry. It is about how the writing of poetry may incorporate and internalise arguments of dissent and contradictory intelligence into the textual processes of a poem. Thus it is about construction rather than communication or expression. The reader's function is largely internalised into textuality. This constructed nature of poetry defines the sense of contradiction, intelligence, and analysis, all of which were essential to the concepts of Eliot and Pound's modernism. It is captured by Eliot's comment on Aristotle's Poetics as 'intelligence itself swiftly operating the analysis of sensation to the point of principle and definition '. 3 Given this constructed nature of poetic writing, the poet becomes very much his or her own reader and vice versa. Writing consists in both a first order of spontaneity and a second order of reflection and analysis. There is no point in speaking of a real reader getting into the poem as the reader has to be incorporated into and constructed by textuality.
If it is difficult to talk about how to read Prynne's poetry, it would be even more difficult to talk about translating Prynne's poetry, and into Chinese at that! Translating Prynne into Chinese is probably at least as difficult as, if not more difficult than, reading Prynne in English. To talk about translating Prynne into Chinese is also to talk about how not to translate him. But there is an intrinsic link between Prynne's work and its difficulty and translation and its difficulties. Such difficulties are, moreover, compounded by the fact that Prynne has already translated Chinese poetry and intellectual culture into his own work. It may even be necessary to translate Chinese culture back into Prynne before making him intelligible in Chinese. One of the paradoxes of reading and translating poetry, especially difficult poetry, is that it is not just the reader who reads and translates a poem; the poem also reads and translates the reader. Reading and translating Prynne is also being read and translated by Prynne, through Prynne.
Translating Prynne also forces one to be alert to the very nature of poetic figuration: characters, ciphers, glyphs, counters, signs, images, tropes … The problem is that there is no exact match between the world and the world 'figured'. Translation, like poetry, is a catachresis of the unfigurable. The function of a figure is to figure what cannot be figured.
Figures are precisely our desire of figuration. The gap between the world and the figured world is the territory of the poetic. This gap is also the territory of translation, which is nothing if not figured by desire, the desire to get to, or get back to, the original ground of the poetic. Translation seems to be the very attempt to close off this gap, in its impossible ambition to figure that which is without figure. Thus, translation has to do with distance, particularly internal distance, or more precisely, the distance between internal distance and external proximity. Hence translation can be figured not just by metaphor, with which it is usually linked, but also by metonymy, a figure of proximal contiguity and contiguous proximity. For the distinction between proximity and distance is not dichotomous; rather, proximity and distance are in fact reversible. The near may be distant, while the distant may be near. Translation seems to preserve the very distance between nearness and distance.
In a letter to Böhlendorff, Hölderlin wrote that 'we must master what is native to us to the same extent as what is foreign'. For Hölderlin, 'the most difficult thing is the free usage of what is our own'.
4 Learning one's own language, or learning to use it freely, seems in some ways much harder than learning a foreign language. Both what is our own and what is foreign in our own language can be adequately experienced only by way of a foreign language, especially by way of translation. To translate is to hear one's own language and at the same time to hear it differently. It is a matter not only of translating between two languages, but also of translating against them. In this sense, the poetic is a language we are not afraid of using freely. The poetic is the very language we already have that we are not afraid of using freely. Translation would, then, seem to be one of the primary ways of using language freely. In reading or translating Prynne, I would suggest that this free use of what is our own has to do with (re)imagining the actual as contingent possibilities of the real. Translation enables us to become aware of the actual relations in which things have been contingently, even arbitrarily, inserted and thus prompt us to rethink and re-actualize things differently, by putting them into new and different relations and contexts. Alternative readings or translations are always possible. There seems in principle to be no total access to the full potential of the poem being translated. What is to be translated cannot in principle be translated in only one way. The consequence of this phenomenon, if pushed to the extreme, means that what is to be translated becomes paradoxically unknown, unnamed, even unnameable. Every translation, or every attempt at translation, presupposes something still to be translated, that is, something that has not already been translated. Thus, translation allows the untranslatable to appear in translation, but to be marked as untranslatable in this very translation. That is, the untranslatable can only appear with translation and in translation.
Poetic 'difficulty' or 'opacity' in Prynne is thus not (necessarily) a matter of meaning, or meaning as a separate problem -that is, meaning as something to be deciphered and then grasped or understood. The degree of difficulty and opacity is inherent in the magma of signification. As Cornelius Castoriadis puts it: 'there is no proper meaning … every expression is essentially tropic '. 5 There is no proper meaning to be first unearthed and deciphered. The magma is inexhaustible and its translation is always plural and contestable. Magma in this sense seems to resist full access or appropriation, and may be seen as akin to the concept of 'reservedness' (Verhaltenheit) in the work of Martin Heidegger and to the concept of 'reserve' or 'reticence' in traditional Chinese poetics (hanxu).
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Things withdraw from relations, from power relations. In themselves, things are mute and silent; they are without power and without representation. In their very withdrawal, there is a reservoir of energy or potency, which seems to be concealed from view, from (total) expenditure, and from (total) human access. Thus there is an interesting connection between the notion of hanxu or reserve in traditional Chinese aesthetics and Heidegger's notion of the reservedness of things. Such reservedness is not just a particular aesthetic category but also a general value. It has to do with how things withdraw from perception or interpretation, from power relations instituted by human perception and appropriation. Things withdraw from meaning but do not exclude meaning; rather, they veil their withdrawal by way of their very vulnerability to human powers of interpretative disruption.
Translation The image of being 'gated over' is quite pertinent to what this short poem tries to enact: a series of ceremonial gate-structures punctuate the long winding stairway leading to the top of Mount Tai. These gates intimate 'another kind of logic', 'creating open platforms that interrupt the ascent and descent of the stairs'. 8 Thus the gate-platforms also function to reorient the climber to different views and vistas along the way. Interestingly, 'logic gate' is also a term from computer science and denotes the different gates that control different circuits of information transmission and exchange. Thus the 'accumulator' becomes the storage of perceptual information, which has to do with human perception, with how the mind perceives and processes what is perceived, with how the sense organs react to what resists, or gives only partial access to, perception. This partial access is indicated by the non-linear paradigmatic textures of the words of this poem against the strain of syntagmatic sequentiality. For example, in 'gap charge given', 'charge' can be both noun and verb and has a paradigmatic multiplicity of senses akin to 'charge' in the poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins. 'Charge' can go with both 'gap' and 'given': 'gap charge' and 'charge given'. Thus 'charge' does not stand on its own. 'Given' also has its givenness, but it is also 'given | back'. It is notable that there are some strong active verbs such as 'flit out', 'enter here', 'speaks', also possibly 'charge' and 'flags', while many verbs are in participial or passive form (e.g. missing, gated, given, floating, sighing, turning). Such features of active and passive verbs as well as present and past participles are all part of a suspended and reversible transitivity, which Prynne himself has linked to the notion of 'transitional objects' first theorised by D. W. Winnicott as an 'intermediate area of experience, unchallenged in respect of its belonging to inner or external (shared) reality' in the mental and psychological experience of the infant.
9 In Prynne's poem, such transitional objects evoke a wide range of discursive and emotional registers and hence can 'trigger all sorts of axes of desire and feeling and emotion and bonding with various forms of human activity, and create a kind of potential cathexis between the object-world and the self that is incorporated into the syntax'.
10 Yet the self of the syntax does not imply the biographical presence of the originating poet but rather the grammatical order of poetic discourse itself. The concept of 'cathexis' is James Strachey's translation of Sigmund Freud's concept of Besetzung.
11 Freud's notion of cathexis refers to the process of affective, emotional, and psychic energy invested in being attached to a specific object. The body-psyche thus 'invents' the meaning of its own perceptions, its own perceptual processes. The author is thereby removed from the poem. But Prynne's poem gives an impression of extreme ellipsis. The whole poem is just one sentence, but there does not seem to be a main clause, and the movement is one of phrasal accumulation and suspension. There is also a strong presence of nouns. Though there is only one dash, the empty spaces or silences between phrase-units seem to function in the same way as the dash, to accentuate the breaks that punctuate and truncate the coming into consciousness of writing and reading. If verbs may be regarded as ontological in nature, nouns may be seen as phenomenological, or more precisely, nouns seem to point to phenomena that only appear in the process of perception, even though nouns are also substantive. The syntactically connecting words or function-words (e.g. prepositions) are perhaps the most resistant elements of language. These prepositions help articulate the syntax and constitute the grammatical structure of the poem. Prepositions testify to the passage of energy between the words; they are the traces of the passage of energy, or of the force of ontological existence. They are traces and vestiges because they reveal and at the same time disappear; they reveal by disappearing. They intimate the absence that constitutes the reservedness of things. This reservedness is the virtual but real residue of energy-force that remains in absence, in silence, in the formless. Thus ellipsis simultaneously bears witness to the substance of objective reality and its resistance, and the work of the imagination in registering and traversing real objects.
We may also call this a mode of structural syncope, which is derived from the Greek (sun-'together' + koptein 'strike, cut off '). As in this poem by Prynne, syncopic ellipsis points to the priority of what exists, of what resists naming. Syncopic operation brings to the fore the presence of the unsayable or unfigurable. Articulation becomes elliptical; ellipsis gives partial access to what escapes it. Ellipsis and partial access constitute the poetic, or the work of the poetic. To access what is by definition not totally accessible or thinkable, and to enact, by way of ellipsis, what is not totally accessible. The effect of suspension ('floating') gives partial access to the inchoative, to what is inceptive, prior to perception and consciousness. The poetic is here inchoative, denoting an aspect of a verb expressing the beginning of an action, typically one occurring of its own accord. Prynne's poetic phenomenology awakens in the reader an inchoative and inceptive condition of becoming.
On the other hand, semantic and syntactic 'leakage' or slippage (semiosis) is a sign and process of contingency, of how objects cannot be fixed or exhausted by any of the relations they enter or are put into. In translating, as in reading, Prynne, what we are dealing with are word-objects: their relations as both selective (hence relative closure to other objects) and radically contingent (hence openness to other objects), as a dialectic of closure and openness. Relations modify the ways in which an object may actualise itself but cannot totally determine or exhaust all the possible ways in which that object can be actualised or realised.
Here we may draw on one other conceptual instance to help us articulate a reconfiguring paradox in Prynne. This is the image of 'by some wheel | barely turning', which evokes Lao-Tzu's wheel in Daodejing.
12 The wheel here is akin to the idea of withdrawal, a sense of non-being that enables being, which nevertheless remains inaccessible. What is 'barely turning' is some wheel which is yet without wheel. This paradox also captures the spirit of Wallace Stevens's idea of 'mereness' in 'Of Mere Being', that is, being is nothing less than but also nothing more than; mere in the sense of bare, only being but also utter being.
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Given these senses of resistance and withdrawal, I would like to 'translate' Prynne's poem by means of another poem, 'Gazing at the Mountain' by Du Fu. The best way to translate a poem may be to encounter another poem, or to enable the two poems to translate each other. 14 My word-for-word version.
杜甫《望嶽》
Fu's failure in the jinshi examinations of 735 or 736 through the several years he spent travelling. The poem has often been read as one of selfconsolation and self-encouragement in the face of his recent failure in the civil examinations. Here, one of the obvious connections between Prynne's and Du Fu's poems is the bird, or rather seeing the bird rise in the air, sinking or descending, keeping horizontal and floating. Later we see the explicit naming of the 'pipit' in Prynne's poem. To follow up on this connection between the two poems, I would focus here on the Chinese phrase juezi in Du Fu's third couplet. 15 The middle verb 'enter' (ru) is in fact ambiguous: it is both transitive and intransitive but really neither. 'Enter' is thus transitional: it can refer to the bird but also to what is done to the eye-sockets. So entering the eye-sockets is the bird coming into view, it is also the bird returning to the mountain. The third couplet is the 'eye of the poem' (shiyan), which lies precisely in the image of the bursting eye-sockets ( juezi). The verb 'enter' (ru) in fact yokes together, almost violently, the seeing eyes and the returning birds. Here, the eye of the poem is the unusually stressed relation between the eyes and the birds, indeed the instress of the whole poem.
David Hawkes has offered a prose translation of the same poem (as 'On a Prospect of T'ai-shan') and renders the third couplet as 'The layered clouds begin at the climber's heaving chest, and homing birds fly suddenly within range of his straining eyes'. His translation brings out an extra quality which seems to have been dropped in David Hinton's more freely metaphorical version (quoted above): it gives us a clue that Du Fu may in fact be wrestling with self-doubt and self-questioning. This third couplet certainly stands out from an otherwise youthfully confident, grandly conceived, and smoothly written poem. Hawkes's literal exegetical English version of these two lines reads as follows:
Dàng xiong sheng céng yún Heaving breast are-born layered clouds Jué zì rù guı̄niaȏ Bursting eye-sockets enter returning birds Hawkes rightly focuses on the decidedly unusual feature of poetic inversion in this couplet, an uncommon feature in Chinese poetry because of the uninflected nature of Chinese syntax. Thus word-order becomes extremely important and syntactic inversion can often create undecidable ambiguities. As Hawkes points out, 'These two lines look as if they ought to mean
The heaving breast produces layered clouds, The bursting eyes enter the returning birds 17 But of course, the verbs sheng (to produce) and ru (to enter) are here not meant to be transitive in one direction only. They are, rather, 'transitional' and interactive in function. Prynne himself has commented on the pertinence of the notion of 'transitional objects' as a common point of reference between Du Fu's poem and his own: 'its pertinence is to do with precisely this subject-object relation in the matter of transitivity'. And transitivity in the poetic context is in fact reversible. Thus in Du Fu's poem, 'it is possible to say that the climber is interrogated by the mountain, or indeed that the climber is "read" by the mountain'.
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In this couplet we can see that everything happens quickly, in the blink of an eye. The moment consciousness seizes what has just emerged as a particular phenomenon is the moment the phenomenon disappears, or more precisely retreats or withdraws. Thus, part of the resistance we experience stems from the gap between the appearing of a phenomenon and its simultaneously being missing. The sudden apparition 'flits out' just like a bird does, or like the blinking of eyelids. A phenomenon seized by consciousness also simultaneously gives evidence to what fails or is missing in perceptual translation. Such rapidity of appearing and disappearing must be registered and reconstituted, from the elliptical traces and blanks of energy expended in passing through the imagination, by the reader with the rapidity of what Prynne calls 'mental ears'. 19 What is important is the simultaneous seizing and un-seizing, in the imagination, of what appears to consciousness.
This simultaneous seizing and un-seizing cannot be fully accounted for by the correlation of emotion (qing) and scene ( jing) in traditional Chinese poetics, though Chinese critics have always stressed the correlation of 17 Ibid. 18 Prynne also cites Wallace Stevens's poem 'Thirteen Ways of Looking at the Blackbird', in which the reader is interrogated by the eye of the blackbird.
19 Prynne, 'Mental Ears and Poetic Work', Chicago Review, 55/1 (2010) pp. 126-57. these two crucial categories. Here, however, I am not proposing a strictly 'Chinese' reading of Du Fu's poem, nor a 'Western-style' analysis of it. I am interested in highlighting how the third couplet seems out of context, in the sense that it blurs and problematises the distinction between literal and metaphorical, between object and subject, between scene and emotion. I am trying to avoid too clear-cut a distinction between scene and emotion here, which would be too restrictive. Instead of saying that emotion and scene should be 'unified', we should, rather, emphasise how they are in fact not separable. As the Qing critic Wang Fuzhi formulates it, 'Affections (ch'ing) and scene (ching) have two distinct names, but in substance they cannot be separated.' 20 To emphasise how scene and emotion are unified or synthesised or harmonised would be to impose a rigid pre-given distinction on Du Fu's couplet, one much like that between analytic and synthetic. What I am trying to highlight here is not some putatively intrinsic difference in how the 'Chinese' and 'Western' poems work. I am interested in trying to reach behind some of these distinctions in order to get at how we come up with such distinctions and why we have to rely on them. In Prynne's poem, precisely what is scene and what is emotion is left open-ended, in suspension. To stop at the emotion that arises out of the scene is really beside the point. The point is precisely to try to retain that fluid moment when the emotion emerges from the scene but is also immediately destabilised. It is in fact this delicate balance or suspension that is to be captured as the poetic. The poetic quality of Prynne's poem is akin to one of the fundamental features of classical Chinese poetry in its conspicuous lack of deictic markers in the discourse of Chinese poetic syntax.
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On the other hand, for us to see the bird and to connect it with the air and the sky and the mountain, we no longer focus on the bird as just an object, but as an object relating itself to its environing world. As we try to imagine through its perspective, we are not taking in the bird as part of our world. Rather, the bird becomes part of our world as something that negotiates its world on its own terms. If we stop taking translation as primarily a human endeavour, from a human point of view, we will be in a position to reflect on the terms and categories of our understanding of our world. The activity of translation points up how objects may affect each other through their capacity to open themselves to other objects and 20 Owen, Readings in Chinese Literary Thought, p. 472. 21 For features of such lack of 'syntax' in classical Chinese poetry as exemplified in a short poem 'Deer Enclosure' (lu chai) by Wang Wei, as they relate to problems of translation into English and French, see Eliot Weinberger, Nineteen Ways of Looking at Wang Wei: How a Chinese Poem Is Translated (Mount Kisco, NY 1987). to interact with them, even to perturb and 'irritate' them. This mutual perturbation is well illustrated by the reversible subject-object relations of transitivity in Du Fu's third couplet.
However, in contrast to the so-called unity or unification of scene and emotion, I would suggest that the reciprocity between scene and emotion is not static but creates a syncopic gap in the subject's consciousness. Moreover, reciprocity will never be perfect or perfectly achieved between subject and object. To dwell in these moments of syncopic suspension constitutes a mode of perception that does not and cannot go back to a previous subjective state, nor can it guarantee or expect any future reciprocity. Further, I want to draw attention to what may be called the 'rhythmic cathexis' of Prynne's poem. What rhythmic cathexis brings to the fore is the phenomenological condition of rhythm. In this poem, the rhythm lies in its ellipsis, which transforms cathectic movement into verbal movement. There are many levels of the poem: phonetic, syllabic, lexical, imagistic, semantic, syntactic, discursive, and so on. Rhythm, understood phenomenologically, would be the very relations among all these levels. But what I want to emphasise is the ontological givenness of rhythm, which is the actualisation of language under stress. Rhythm itself is a phenomenon, perhaps the phenomenon. Phenomena can appear only in rhythm. What rhythm embodies is both the sensual qualities (of a phenomenon) and what withdraws from these qualities. Rhythm is also temporal: there is rhythm because perception is always partial and incomplete. This is the temporal dimension of perceiving and thinking: rhythm gives us access to our own activity and its consequences because it enables us to review what is perceived and also the act of perceiving itself in retrospect. Rhythm is a way of making sense of what has been perceived in the very act of simultaneous introspection and retrospection.
This also means there is no isolated word here. Even a single word has its syntax, but in both its syntagmatic and paradigmatic aspects, in short, its rhythm. Rhythm is a constant coming and going between 'givenness' and 'purposiveness'. Rhythm is not a representation of the poem's sound patterns, as if these sounds are separable from the sense they already carry or embody. Rhythm is, rather, the body's own reality of experiential duration, which enables consciousness to learn to acquire a body. Thus this nature of rhythm points to what Prynne calls 'this priority of givenness over purposiveness'. In this poem, 'the tension between metre and rhythm' is carried by the Hopkinsian 'syntactical difficulty underpinned by etymological and phonetic resistance '. 22 There are all kinds of connections and linkages between the words in this poem. The sound-patterns are precisely meaning-patterns at the same time. Pattern-making is thus a way of managing the stress inherent in language. Of course, juxtaposing the two poems by Prynne and Du Fu is in itself imposing a perspective on them, which is already putting a limitation on them. Even though, as Prynne has pointed out, there is a connection between his composition of this poem on Mount Tai and Du Fu's poem, which Prynne had already known before writing his poem, there is a biographical contrast here: Prynne actually climbed to the top of the mountain whereas Du Fu was only gazing at the mountain at its foot or from a distance. 24 The two poems nevertheless address the same perspective and question. I briefly mention the biographical circumstances of Du Fu's 23 J. H. Prynne, 'Difficulties in the Translation of "Difficult" Poems', Cambridge Literary Review, 1/3 (2010) pp. 151-66: 157-8. 24 During the discussion period after an earlier version of this paper was presented, Prynne remarked on the aptness and pertinence of this poem by Du Fu and confirmed that his short poem from Pearls That Were was in fact composed on poem only in order to facilitate a cross-cultural understanding of the two poems juxtaposed here. But in a strictly poetic reading of these two poems, or a translation between then, biographical context would be irrelevant. The autobiography of the poet is thus necessarily the poem-text produced by the cathectic movement of imbricated syntax. To write such a poem is to engage most fully a malleability within oneself, with how body and psyche invent each other at the same time.
In this sense, experience evoked by a poem is no longer simply (auto) biographical but made conceptual and virtual, which is to say 'poetic'. There is a disjuncture between the occasion for the experience evoked and its virtual writing in the poem. Yet this disjuncture also makes possible both perception in the poem and reception of the poem. In such poems, there is no longer a stringent contrast between lucid reflective consciousness and its prior obscurity of experience. Poetic lucidity is thus the consciousness of our confusion of a phenomenon and its epiphenomena. As Prynne puts it, 'the focus of poetic composition, as a text takes shape in the struggle of the poet to separate from it, projects into the textual arena an intense energy of conception and differentiation, pressed up against the limits which are discovered and invented by composition itself '.
25 This is no longer just a hermeneutic problem of trying to decipher the gap between reflection and pre-reflective experience itself. For in this very contrast, the human-centred awareness is still the privileged focus. But we should not forget that modes of access to the world presuppose the world to exist prior to human access. It is precisely through resistance to our categorisation that reality impinges on our thought and resists our 'representational' understanding.
This short poem 'Missing fast' and the sequence of which it is a part have been translated by Li Zhimin into Chinese: The reconfiguration of syntax and the forging of new semantic connections in the Chinese translation point precisely to what is singular in Prynne's poem, or its unique potential to realise itself in certain ways. Translation here is an event of (re)actualising the original poem. The translator has to respond to the singular inventiveness of the original poem, but also needs to reinvent the poem in another language and thus creates a new singularity. This is not simply a question of extractable semantic meaning in a poem. It is, rather, a second-order activity of encountering and re-creating non-semantic forms of a poem, or the poetic energy or critical vitality of a poem that will be activated each time it is translated. This indeterminate potential makes it possible for the translator to be creative, but also makes great demands on the translator's sense of responsibility for both fidelity and creativity. It is in this creative responsibility towards the open-ended structure of the original poem's intelligibility that the translator's fidelity lies.
The challenges of translating posed by a poem like Prynne's are huge. This is because, two different types of context need to be carefully distinguished: the first type is necessary contexts that make possible the writing of any poem in a given language, or the writing of any one poem in a poet's oeuvre; the second type is sufficient contexts which would turn this possibility into the actual realisation of a particular poem by a particular poet. Although it is possible to focus on translating the necessary contexts, the translated poem would carry over only its 'basic' semantic meaning. Only sufficient contexts can enable the translation of a particular poem to carry over its uniqueness and singularity, even if only partially and imperfectly. What we need to keep in mind is that there is a tension between translating contexts and the singular response of the translator or reader to what is in excess of what is said in the poem. What may be carried over only partially and imperfectly testifies to what is always virtual but real in a poem. It is in this sense that a poem is both translatable and untranslatable at the same time.
The poetic non-place, or the in-betweenness of the two languages in translation, I would suggest, in fact constitutes an outside to both. The relative autonomy of this non-place encourages a kind of intercultural reading or translation as a potentialisation of the actual. Prynne has in fact defined this non-place as a site of utopian critique: 'What thereby vibrates on the page and in the mind of the reader, in knowledge and memory and moral understanding … does not reside in the fabric of dispute about values or competing models of state control, or visions of a future life.' 28 For the significance of this non-space in the context of intercultural poetic translation, let us finally turn to Prynne's thoughts on the text-space of language, for this non-space of translation would perform precisely the same function as the text-space of language:
This may be not meaning determining its pattern of expression, so much as pattern and pattern-violation generating their own tendencies of meaning -or perhaps we should call this 'meaning', in some second-order sense.… So that if a reader or translator can enter the text-space of language used in these intensely non-normal ways, a poem may reveal some of its internal energy, or poetic thought itself. … I believe it may at least sometimes be true that 'poetry is what can be discovered in translation '. 29 Translation is necessarily poetic by virtue of its second-order dual activity of making and unmaking patterns at the same time. This non-place is thus strictly neither autonomous nor heteronomous. It is rather nonnormal or a-nomic. It would be the unfamiliar articulation of the familiar, or the reimagining and potentialising of the actual.
